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 Q: How to get hashed password with password_verify I'm making a login script and I'm testing the login with using passwords that I know are hashed by PHP's hash() function. I'm having issues with getting the password back from password_verify. $hashed = hash('sha256', $login, true); $salt = substr(hash('sha256', $pass, true), 0, 16); $pw_check = password_verify($login, $hashed); I was under the
impression that this should work, but the login doesn't work. When the login is in the database, the database stores the password in the hash() function. I need to get the password out of the hash() function so that I can check the users password. I think the issue is that when the password is put into the hash() function, it stores the $login, $pass and $salt in the hash, and so only the hashed password (and
salt) is stored in the database. I could be wrong, any help would be appreciated. The following is the hash() function: salt = '$6$'; } // Generates a hash function public function hash($password) { return hash('sha256', $password, true); } ?> A: You are almost there. You just need to store the hash as the password column of the table. No need to convert it to a string. This is not converting the hash back

to plaintext, it is converting the input to a format in which you can then compare it against the stored hash. $query = "SELECT Password FROM users WHERE username = '{$username}'"; $result = mysql_query($query); if(mysql_num_rows($ 82157476af
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